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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to provide an insight in the future of hotel rating. It reviews the

impact of social media, technology that provides integration of data for the consumer and the hotels, and

the way that rating bodies may respond to the changing environment on how hotels are selected and

reviewed.

Design/methodology/approach – By reviewing current trends, practices and technological possibilities,

the impact of online reviews on conventional hotel rating systems is projected into the future.

Findings – The paper predicts a full integration of conventional rating systems with online guest reviews from

the different guest review platforms leading to greater transparency for the consumer and better positioning

opportunities for innovative hotels. It is further predicted that those conventional rating systems that do not seek

integration and alignment will see a continued drop in hotel participation and will cease to exist.

Originality/value – Little research has been done on the relation between online guest reviews and

conventional hotel rating systems. The paper presents new insights into how current and future trends

influence the way in which consumers select hotels and how this influences the way that hotels are rated.

Keywords Marketing, Social media, Guest reviews, Hotel classification, Hotel rating,

Online reputation management
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Introduction

With the continued growth of social media platforms for guest feedback, the playing field for

hotel ratings is changing rapidly. Though hoteliers and the travel trade were at first sceptical

about review platforms such as TripAdvisor (www.tripadvisor.com), this attitude is changing

rapidly. The changing focus of consumers from conventional hotel rating systems that provide

stars to classify hotels to online guest reviews and ratings is changing the field from one

whereby the expert inspector or government dictates hotel standards to one whereby the

consumer almost directly dictates what constitutes hotel quality.

This paper first explores the development of social media platforms facilitating guest reviews

and ratings, looking specifically on how this impacts conventional rating systems. Second, the

advancements in technology are being investigated. Third, the existing and future use of such

technology by the hotel consumer, the hotel industry and conventional rating bodies is outlined,

resulting in a prediction of what hotel rating will look like in 2024.

The impact of social media on conventional hotel rating systems

A multitude of organisations are involved in the rating of hotels. These organisations can be divided

into two categories, namely, national and independent bodies. National organisations can be

defined as bodies run by, or for a destination’s government and independent organisations represent

automobile associations, travel media, online travel agents and social media. Figure 1 outlines how

these organisations supply information on the quality of hotels to the prospective traveller.

Figure 1 displays a wide variety of communication lines through which the information of hotel quality,

typically through some form of rating system, is shared and supplied to prospective travellers.
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The reason why governments get involved in hotel rating lies in the fact that tourism lodging has

a major impact on the tourist experience and thus its quality must be managed. The rise of online

feedback on social media, however, shifts the focus of the consumer and, as a consequence,

the hoteliers to these platforms. Online guest feedback on social media platforms was initially

subject of much discussion and controversy. TripAdvisor as the largest and fastest growing

platform was at the centre of this. Although especially TripAdvisor’s methods were subject to

intense criticism (see for instance ABC News, 2008; Elliott, 2009; Frommer, 2009; O’Neill, 2009),

its growth has led to an acceptance by the hotel industry and the travel trade alike.

Research by Hensens et al. (2010) suggests that the focus of guest reviews and ratings on

TripAdvisor is different from the focus of most conventional rating criteria. Whereas most of the

comments made in TripAdvisor reviews focus on service quality, most conventional rating

systems tend to focus primarily on objective tangible criteria such as the availability and size of

facilities and services, occasionally on subjective tangible criteria such as cleanliness and state

of maintenance, and rarely on service quality (Hensens et al., 2010). It may therefore be argued

that conventional rating systems and social media platforms such as TripAdvisor may

complement each other. This is outlined in Figure 2.

However, one of the preconditions for this to happen is the sharing of accurate information, which

initially did not happen (Pascarella, 2005; Hewitt, 2008). A number of recent initiatives outline the

future possibilities. The Emirate of Abu Dhabi is the first destination to incorporate online ratings

and feedback into its classification system (Thiessen, 2013; Edgcumbe, 2014) and a second

project involving the author is underway for the Kingdom of Bahrain. The technology used to

facilitate this integration is a clear catalyst in this process.

Technology as a driver: mobile devices and online reputation management software

The growth in the creation and use of online guest feedback for hotel rating continues as

travellers start using mobile devices for travel planning and software provides integration across

devices. TripAdvisor, for instance, reports a 150 per cent growth in the download of its travel

apps for mobile devices with a total of 82 million downloads (TripAdvisor, 2014).

As more reviews are being posted over more platforms, online reputation companies have popped

up that provide the service of integrating and analysing this online feedback data. Presently, there

Figure 1 Organisations involved in hotel rating
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are several companies operating in this market, three examples being: Olery.com (www.olery.com),

ReviewPro (www.reviewpro.com) and Revinate (www.revinate.com). The services offered by these

companies generally comprise of:

1. The pulling together of reviews and ratings in one dashboard from up to 100 different review

platforms (Olery.com, 2014).

2. The integration and weighting of scores through an algorithm based on a number of

variables (e.g. reliability of the review platform), providing a holistic score, typically on a scale

from 1-100. Olery.com calls this the “Guest Experience Index” and ReviewPro refers to it as

the “Global Review Index” (Olery.com, 2014; ReviewPro, 2014).

3. The comparison of hotel performance within a group, or a competitive set.

4. The live monitoring whereby push notifications can be set for ratings below a predefined

threshold.

5. The provision for hoteliers to respond to reviews in one platform.

The information generated by such platforms is beneficial to hotels in that they have a direct

feedback loop on what guests appreciate and where improvements can be made. This functionality

can, however, also be used to integrate the data from online feedback platforms in the conventional

hotel classification process which is the case in the new Abu Dhabi hotel classification system.

Online reputation management software for a tourism destination: the case of
Abu Dhabi

Olery.com is the first of the reputation management company to provide an extended version of

its product to the Abu Dhabi Tourism Authority (Edgcumbe, 2014) and the Bahrain Ministry

of Culture (ExceedHospitality, 2014). The proposed procedure of monitoring for Abu Dhabi is

proposed to be as follows:

1. Each hotel rating requires a minimum online rating score. Though certain destinations show

little relation between conventional hotel ratings and average ratings on social media

(Hensens, 2011), the United Arab Emirates show this relation clearly (Olery, 2012).

2. When a hotel scores below its minimum online rating score, integrated word recognition

software is used to identify the key elements where the hotel falls short.

3. These elements are then validated through a mystery shopping assessment and, when

confirmed, will lead to the hotelier receiving a warning and being given a period of time to

rectify the issue.

Figure 2 Integration of conventional rating systems and online reviews
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4. If the issue is not rectified within the given time frame the conventional rating is adjusted

downwards to a rating that corresponds with the online rating score.

Step three in the four-step process is inserted to confirm the social media data. It is expected

that as the acceptance of social media data by the hotel industry continues to grow, this step will

be eliminated. Abu Dhabi has the advantage that by law, each hotel must be rated by its tourist

authority and as such, all hotels must participate. This is not the case for many other destinations

and this is a major limitation for such systems.

Dropping participation in conventional rating systems

In the study by Hensens (2011), it was found that almost half of 110 hotels from 11 destinations

did not have a conventional rating despite the sample consisting of the top ten highest ranked

hotels on TripAdvisor. In short, these were the top hotels in the respective destinations that

chose not to be rated by their national rating body. Such poor participation presents a negative

cycle that is expected to decrease participation further. This is outlined in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that the limited control of a conventional hotel rating system over hotels

originates from two key elements, namely, legislative control and marketing support. If a system

does not have legislative control, there must be an incentive for hoteliers to subject themselves

to the rating system. The only other incentive is marketing exposure. Many rating systems offer

listing and other marketing exposure when hotels participate in the system. However, as the

marketing exposure is typically low compared to the exposure hotels can get through online

travel agents, search engines or TripAdvisor.

Hotel rating in 2024

From the trends outlined above, a number of predictions can be made that will shape hotel rating

over the next ten years. First, online guest feedback will continue to grow and be used more by

more people. They key drivers are mobile devices and internet connectivity that allows travellers to

write and read online reviews and ratings across devices, when and where they want. Conventional

hotel rating systems will see a further drop in participation unless they have a legal base to enforce

participation. To continue to justify their existence, conventional hotel rating systems will seek

integration with social media, making the guests opinion an integral part of the rating process.

Figure 3 Expected decline of conventional rating participation
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As conventional rating systems seek this alignment, the hotel product will be shaped more directly

by what consumers appreciate and not what expert inspectors dictate. This democratisation of the

rating process will lead to an innovation revolution whereby hotels seek to respond quicker to

consumer trends as they have a direct feedback loop to their position in the market.
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